
Before undertaking the CIPR 
Professional PR Diploma Online, 
something frequently asked of me by 
seniors was to ‘be more strategic’, but 
I struggled to understand what that 
really meant. 

The course showed me how to 
appreciate the bigger picture, and 
the value of PR/communications 
inside and outside the organisational 
context. I completed it with enhanced 

what us communicators can do. 

The cherry on top? The senior 
management door I’d been knocking 
on for years quickly opened and I 
am now a Senior Communications 
Manager.”

HOLLY MCLENNAN

“

CIPR Professional  
PR Diploma

MASTER’S 
MAXIMUM TIME TO COMPLETE: TWO YEARS 
ONLINE 

ONLINE FEES*

 

THIS COURSE IS RIGHT FOR YOU IF:

• You have completed the CIPR 

Relations

• You are an experienced PR professional 

relations (e.g. media relations, internal 

practitioner.

INSTALMENTS AVAILABLE?
Yes. You can pay in instalments.  
See website for more details.

WEEKLY STUDY TIME (AVERAGE)

3–4 hours 
(This may be more when you are working on an 
assignment and will differ depending how long  
you decide to take to complete.) 

Chris Tucker

YOUR COURSE LEADER
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WHY GET A QUALIFICATION: THE BUSINESS CASE

• You will become a more strategic practitioner

• Skilled and knowledgeable 

• Motivated member of the team

• Able to bring fresh insights and the latest thinking

practical value in the workplace. 

with training. You will be learning over a period of time and that enables you 
to get to grips with new concepts and models and learn how to apply them 
in your own situation.

important but practitioners are increasingly dealing with complex or unusual 
scenarios and for that you need to be thinking and acting more strategically.

REASONS TO STUDY WITH PR ACADEMY

or senior level practice experience – doctors and directors!

• Great resources including an online library specially put together for 
communicators

• Industry insights on our community and resource hub PR Place to keep 
you up to date with the very latest in practice during and after your studies

• Excellent pass rates across all our courses 

AED 16000PR Diploma Course



HOW YOU WILL LEARN

learning could be for you. 

demand content.

there is also an experienced tutor on hand to advise you.

Our flexible approach means that you can set your own timetable and 
complete the course quickly or spread the learning out over up to two years.

You have the opportunity to submit a proposal for each assignment for 
personal feedback to give you the best chance of success.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

communicator. 

Equip yourself with the advanced knowledge you need to design effective 
PR strategies. Learn more about communication and how to influence 

You will come away knowing how to put communication theory into 

wow clients and colleagues. 

How the course is assessed

The assignments will enable you to show your knowledge and ability to 

management competencies and employer requirements. They are intended 
to be of value in professional practice and to reflect real world issues and 

Studying for the CIPR Professional 
PR Diploma has transformed the 
way I approach my work.

Boosting existing practical 
knowledge with a deeper 
understanding of PR theory and 
best practice, whilst completing 
assignments with direct applicability 
to my day job, has been invaluable. 
In particular, the grounding the 
course offers in PR strategy and 
planning has been a refreshing 

offering a chance for in-depth 
exploration.

My tips for anyone starting out on 
the course? Prepare to challenge 
your thinking, get stuck into the 
reading and discussion, and enjoy!”

LIBBY GIBSON

“

Want to know more or get signed up?

Call us on: +971 (0)4 547 5855  
Email: info@tpra.me
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SEE NEXT PAGE FOR FULL SYLLABUS

GET IN TOUCH AND KEEP  IN TOUCH
 need some help:

+971 (0)4 547 5855Call:

Email: info@tpra.me

Let’s stay in touch on  social media:

@TprAcademyMena

@ThePrAcademyMena

@ThePrAcademyMena

@The-Pr-Academy-Mena



The aims of the CIPR Professional PR Diploma syllabus are to 

• deepen your knowledge and understanding of professional 

for a range of audiences and purposes;

• develop a framework for strategic and critical thinking that 

contribution to your organisation;

implement and evaluate effective communication and 
management strategies;

public relations to produce insightful contributions to 
debate.

The syllabus incorporates three separate units.

• Unit 1 PR Strategy and Planning is focused on the 

on research that establishes robust communication 

that management of content across the organisation is an 
essential competence.

on measurement and evaluation.

Students who successfully complete all three units will be 
awarded a CIPR Professional PR Diploma. 

The learning outcomes for each unit and the unit content are 
detailed below. 

One assignment task at the end of each unit which assesses 

context completes the programme. 

should discuss and agree topics with individual candidates 
to ensure that the organisation provides a suitable basis for 

may involve matters that are strategically or commercially 

the responsibility of the candidate to obtain their agreement. 

assignments begins. 

Assignments

The purpose of the assignments is to enable candidates to 
demonstrate knowledge and application of core areas/concepts 
listed under each unit using critical thinking and problem solving 
skills (which are core management competencies and employer 
requirements in published studies). 

They are intended to be of value in professional practice 

meeting robust assessment criteria and reflecting the types 
of outputs that are acceptable at this level of study within a 
postgraduate environment. 

document required from PR managers in the workplace and 
will require high standards of written communication in a 
range of styles. 

Each assignment requires research skills enabling a variety of 

which again is a strategic professional competency. 

Students will be encouraged to develop work related 

to offer evidence to employers of the practical relevance of 
the course.

Assessment and grading

The assignments are evidence of achievement of a 

assignments will demonstrate that the student has achieved 
an understanding of the processes and concepts needed 
to operate at a strategic level in the profession and can 
demonstrate this in the workplace. 

The award of the CIPR Professional PR Diploma is based 

to postgraduate level.

Unit 1: PR Strategy and Planning

Scope

This Unit situates public relations within a strategic 

considers practical challenges and conceptual underpinnings 
relating to public relations strategy and planning in a variety 
of situations and types of organisation. The importance 

with a focus on research and analysis to support problem 

Unit will later be evaluated in Unit 3. 

APPENDIX: FULL SYLLABUS

models and concepts.
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An analytical perspective is applied to encourage a reflective 

case studies of organisations and scenarios. 

Unit Objectives

• Examine the strategic importance of organisational 
branding and reputation

• Assess how different PR disciplines work effectively 
together

• Understand the interface between public relations and 
other organisational functions

• Assess the relationship between corporate and PR 

risk assessment

• Analyse and apply PR planning models (although very 

evaluation are not required for this unit)

• Analyse data to generate insights to inform PR planning

• Produce an executive report

Unit 1 Assessment: Executive report (and summary situation 
analysis) 

Aim: To enable students to demonstrate competence in 
undertaking an analysis of a case study situation to inform 

Topic of inquiry: Students will be required to evidence 

as their chosen topic of inquiry. This could be based on the 

be associated with public relations activities. It is important 
that candidates do not simply report on a campaign that has 

effectively the skills outlined above. 

should discuss and agree topics with individual candidates 
to ensure that the organisation provides a suitable basis for 

may involve matters that are strategically or commercially 

responsibility of the candidate to obtain their agreement. It is 

has been gained before work on the assignments begins.

Submission: 

strategic public relations.

• Overview of the secondary research methodology 
and analytical approach used to collect evidence of 
the situation and provide insight into its current or 
potential impact on the organisation and/or sector and 
its stakeholders.

outcome of the research and analysis

(derived from the research and analysis)

 Completion of the assignment involves the following 

• Reflection – students are required to use problem 

a relevant topic of inquiry. This will be a current 

experience.

data collection using a range of secondary research 

of inquiry.

• Insight – students are required to use a range of 

societal issue and stakeholder groups.

• Communication – students are required to review and 
structure their analysis of a situation in the form of an 
executive report.

Unit focus: Situation analysis

• Changing attitudes towards female employment in the 
construction sector

• Increasing public participation in local elections

organisation

Unit 2: PR Content, Communications and Engagement

Scope

communications and engagement. It investigates the 
contemporary media landscape (including digital and ICT 
developments) and helps candidates to develop creative 

communications concepts to a variety of situations facing a 
range of organisations. 

A professional approach emphasises the importance of 

to draw on their own experience alongside case study 
examples of campaigns and strategic practice. 

Unit Objectives
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• Communicate authoritatively and persuasively to a target 

article

• Critically evaluate the impact of the contemporary media 
landscape on organisational stakeholder engagement

storytelling techniques

• Apply issues management principles

• Use participant observation and content analysis research 
methods

• Apply appropriate models of reflection in reflecting critically 
on own professional practice.

Unit 2 Assessment: Thought leadership article (and 
statement of reflection)

Aim: To enable students to demonstrate competence in 
strategic communication and stakeholder engagement 
through production of a thought leadership article.

Topic of inquiry: Students will be required to evidence 

communication activity or other aspect of strategic practice 
as their chosen topic of inquiry. This could be based on the 

Submission: 

• Suitable for publication by a reputable business 

publication relating to your own sector of activity (e.g. 
Third Sector if you are operating within the charity 
context).

• Structured and written in a professional style with 
points and arguments supported by reference to the 

of strategy practice.

• Effective in communicating an expert perspective on 

models or theories.

require formal academic references

• includes your rationale for the chosen topic of the 

article content;

• applies one or more models of reflection relevant to 
PR practice.

Completion of the assignment involves the following 

• Rationale for selecting the chosen topic of inquiry and 

from examining the example and how the thought 

communication activity or other aspect of strategic 

• Insight – statement of reflection demonstrating critical 

thought leadership article that seeks to transfer knowledge 
through a narrative assessment of the chosen topic of 

Unit focus: Professional practice

Topic examples:

• Intellectual property protection needs an image overhaul

• Enhancing a safety culture within the ports sector through 
persuasive communication

Unit 3: PR Management, Measurement and Evaluation

Scope

This Unit concentrates on performance improvement in 

professional PR practice. It offers critical examination of the 

programmes. 

development will be applied. Candidates will be able to 
examine their own processes and practices alongside case 
study examples.

Unit Objectives

• Advise and coach senior managers

• Critically evaluate integrated campaign management

• Assess approaches to budget and resource management

• Apply principles of ethical practice

• Review approaches and competencies for team 
management

• Examine processes underpinning effective agency and 
client relationships and management

and effectiveness of PR activities

• Measure and evaluate outputs and outcomes

• Use qualitative research methods to obtain feedback on 
public relations management
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• Produce management reports outlining recommendations 
for performance improvement

Unit 3 Assessment: Management proposal outlining 
recommendations for performance improvement 

Aim: To enable students to demonstrate competence in 
evaluating the ethics and effectiveness of professional 
practice.

Topic of inquiry: Students will be required to evidence 

communication activity or other aspect of strategic practice 
as their chosen topic of inquiry. This could be based on the 

relations practice. It should normally build upon the topic of 

1 assessment.

Submission: 

aspect of practice with reference to its management 

regarding ethics and effectiveness.

• Recommendations for improvement drawing on data 
analysis and performance indicators

• Overview of secondary data research undertaken.

• Feedback on recommendations proposed in the report 

interviews with practitioners or line managers)

Completion of the assignment involves the following 

communication activity or other aspect of strategic 

• Insight – students are required to determine 
recommendations for performance improvements and 
review these through feedback (qualitative input) of 
proposals for change.

• Communication – present performance improvement 
recommendations for the topic of inquiry in the form of 
a professional management proposal (with supporting 
evidence).

Unit focus: Evaluation

Topic examples:

• Examining the workflow for the production of an annual 
report

• Improving the return on investment of international car 
launches

function

Word count 

With the exception of the thought leadership article in Unit 
total 

tolerance will result in the indicative mark being reduced by 
one grade. No grading reduction will be implemented if the 

that the paper will fail because the tasks will not have been 
adequately addressed. 

Referencing 

Teaching Centres must provide adequate guidance to 
candidates on appropriate methods of referencing that are 
suitable for a business document. 

Further information 

CIPR Course Regulations 
CIPR Professional PR Diploma Student handbook
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